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Digital Transformation

• Business Issues:

• Business Agility and Market Responsiveness

• Operational Efficiency & Automation

• Meeting Changing Business and Customer Needs

• Business Resilience

• Adoption of IT & Digital Technologies

• Transforming Enterprise

• Innovation and Business Model

• Operational Process and Services Delivery

• User/Customer Experience



Re-industrialisation
• Digital Transformation in Manufacturing

• Use of Industry 4.0 Technologies: Smart Production,
Artificial Intelligence, Data Analysis, and Internet of
Things

• Re-industrialisation - Automation of Process, Make
Smarter and Faster Business Decisions,
Predict/Address Market and Customer Needs, and
Optimize Resources and Inventory in a connected
manufacturing environment

• Leverage on Hong Kong strength – Reliable
Infrastructure, Quality Workforce, Innovation and
Design Capability, and IP Protection

• Develop high value-added industries and streamline
manufacturing processes



Enable Technologies for 
Digital Transformation and Industry 4.0

• Big Data And Real-Time Analytics

• Internet Of Things And 5G

• Mobile

• Augmented Reality

• Cloud Technology

• Artificial Intelligence And Machine Learning

• Digital Twin

• Robotic Process Automation(RPA)

• Additive Manufacturing



Importance of Cybersecurity 
Cybersecurity is the cornerstone of Smart City
Blueprint and Digital Transformation:

• The world is now more reliant on technology than
ever before

• The emergence and growth of technology has had a
positive impact on human life, but the convenience
has, however, come with the risk of cyber attacks
• Different Types Of Cyber Attacks

• Increase In Cybercrimes

• Users Are Vulnerable

• Use of Cloud Computing and Storage

• Viruses Can Harm You Or Business

• Protection Enables Credibility Could Save Millions Of 
Dollars

Smart Era

Digital Transformation



Key Building Blocks for 
Smart City and DX Initiatives

▪ User Experience Layer: 

▪ UI and Digital/Dynamic User Experience

▪ Digital & Multimedia Technologies, AR/VR, Animation 

▪ Application Layer: Software and Services Fulfillment

▪ Smart Layer: Data & Artificial Intelligence

▪ Security and Compliance Layer: Cybersecurity

▪ Infrastructure Layer: Computing and Network Platforms

▪ Devices Layer: Interconnectivity and Data Exchange

▪ Business/Process Domain Knowledge

• Security is key enabler/facilitator of Smart Initiative and it acts on
all activities along the value-adding chain and across devices,
systems, and industries
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Implications of Cybersecurity 
A city or factory is not “Smart” if there is
issue with IT security. Million devices are
connected and share information in the digit
smart era.
• Auto-pilot transportation is not possible

as cars can be hijacked
• No payment transaction can be done

without a “trust” operating environment
• Pacemaker and E-Heath systems are in

jeopardy unless a trust environment is
built for patients’ data interchange.

• Decision may be made based upon
inaccurate or incomplete information.
Data Analysis and AI are not possible.



Industry 4.0 Cybersecurity Challenges

Manufacturing is the one of the most attacked industries

• Manufacturing sector lags when it comes to security

• Smart factories subject to the same vulnerability exploitation
that computer networks face

• Smart factory’s expanded attacked surface makes it extra
difficult for manufacturers to detect and defend against
cyberattacks
• Every connected device represents a potential risk.
• Manufacturing systems such as Industrial Control Systems

(ICS) have unique vulnerabilities that make them
particularly susceptible to cyberattacks.

• Industry 4.0 connects previously isolated systems, which
increases the attack surface.

• Manufacturing has many fewer regulated compliance
standards than other sectors

Security best practices will be key to 
the success of DX and Industry 4.0



Cybersecurity Impact and Cost
According of Cybersecurity Ventures:
• More than 60% of companies have experienced a data

compromise due to an exploited vulnerability
• Worldwide cybercrime costs hit US$6 trillion annually

by 2021.
• Ransomware damage costs rise to $20 billion by 2021
• A business will fall victim to a ransomware attack every

11 seconds
• Damage related to cybercrime is projected to hit $10.5

trillion annually by 2025
• 140+ Days: Median # of Days between infiltration and

detection

95% of cybersecurity breaches are caused by human error
(Cybint)

=> People is the weakest link in the Security Chain!!!
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Regulatory and Compliance
Regulatory and Compliance is of
paramount importance

Compliance with mandates like the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
is a top concern of business entities

• The GDPR fines totalled US$63 million in
its first year. (GDPR.eu)

• Google was fined US$57 billion for GDPR
violations (TechCrunch)

• GDPR fines are designed to make non-
compliance a costly mistake for both
large and small businesses.

https://gdpr.eu/gdpr-fines-so-far/
https://techcrunch.com/2019/01/21/french-data-protection-watchdog-fines-google-57-million-under-the-gdpr/


Demand of Cybersecurity Talents
• The Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) introduced the

Cybersecurity Fortification Initiative (CFI) in 2016, which aims
to raise the cyber resilience of Hong Kong’s banking system.
The initiative is underpinned by three pillars:

• Cyber Resilience Assessment Framework (C-RAF),

• Professional Development Programme (PDP), and

• Cyber Intelligence Sharing Platform (CISP)

• The Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) announced the
launch of an upgraded Cybersecurity Fortification Initiative
(CFI) 2.0 in Nov 2020

• Cybersecurity for Operational Technology (OT) (for Industry
4.0/Re-industrialisation)



Demand of Cybersecurity Talents (Legal Perspective)

• 《中華人民共和國網絡安全法》於2016年11月7日經

第十二屆全國人大常委會第24次會議表決通過，並於

2017年6月1日施行。

• The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),

adopted in 2016, came into force on 25 May 2018.

• The Macau Cybersecurity Law ("MCSL") came into effect

on 22 Dec 2019.

• The UK GDPR came into effect on 01 January 2021.

• Hong Kong Policy Address: New cybersecurity law to

protect “critical infrastructure”. It is expected the Hong

Kong Cybersecurity Law is coming.



Talent Shortage in Cybersecurity 

• While the world’s cybersecurity workforce grew
by 25 per cent this year to 3.5 million people,
there is still a shortage of more than 3 million
workers, according to survey conducted by the
International Information System Security
Certification Consortium (ISC)2

• The shortage is most acute in Asia-Pacific,
where about 2 million additional workers are
needed



Skills for Cybersecurity Professionals

• Penetration Tester (Hacking / Red Teaming)

• Incident Response

• Digital Forensics 

• Threat Hunting 

• Malware Analysis / Reverse Engineering

• Risk and compliance auditing



Skills Required for Cybersecurity Analyst
• The primary role of a cybersecurity analyst is to

understand company IT infrastructure in detail,
monitor it at all times, and evaluate threats that
could potentially breach the network.

• Threat hunting is the process of an experienced
cybersecurity analyst proactively using manual or
machine-based techniques to identify security
incidents or threats that currently deployed
automated detection methods didn't catch.

• Scripting for Automation (BASH, Python and
Powershell)

• Apply Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning to
identify anomaly user/network activities



Threat Hunting

• Threat hunting is the practice of proactively
searching for cyber threats that are lurking
undetected in a network.

• Cyber threat hunting digs deep to find malicious
actors in your environment that have slipped
past your initial endpoint security defenses.

• Apply the concept of MITRE ATT&CK - MITRE
ATT&CK Tactics, Techniques and Procedures for
tracking the activity of hacker groups.

Reference: https://attack.mitre.org/

https://attack.mitre.org/


Year 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
2021

Up to Feb

Security 
Incident

3,443 4,928 6,058 6,506 10,080 9,458 8,346 1,186

HKCERT Publishes Statistics
Recent Years Security Incidents Reported

DATA BREACHES IN HONG KONG



Weak awareness

Talent shortage

Training still be neglected

Data Breach
What people see here…… 

It actually…… 



Cybersecurity Centre @ VTC
• Cybersecurity is cornerstone for Smart City Blueprint, Industry

4.0, and Re-industrialisation

• There is huge shortage of cybersecurity professionals

• Everyone and every process needs to take into consideration
of security into the design of process/product and daily living
– Total Security and Total Quality Management

Purpose:

• Stay forefront in the cybersecurity technologies and
partnering with dominant security vendors to provide state-
of-art facilities for manpower development

• Collaborate with industries to enhance cybersecurity
measures and implementation in trades

• Develop an industry and knowledge network in Cybersecurity

• Nurture Talents for Cybersecurity

• Provide Cybersecurity Professional Training

• Promote Cybersecurity Awareness to public



Cybersecurity Centre 

❑ Cyber-Range Laboratory
❑ Scenario Based System - Identify and Protect

System Against Simulated Real-World Attacks

❑ Penetration Testing Laboratory
❑ Incident Response
❑ Security Information and Event Management
❑ Purpose Team System and Vulnerability

Assessment

❑ Malware Analysis Laboratory
❑ Reverse engineering - Involves disassembling a

software program
❑ Forensics - Recovery and investigation of

material found in digital devices



Awareness Building 

and Talent Ecosystem Development 

Industry and Knowledge Network Development



Cybersecurity as a key enabler for DX Adoption

• Business Entities and their supply networks need to prepare for the
risks.

• Organizations must carefully consider the security implications to
have a successful Industry 4.0 journey.

• In the end, security best practices will be key to the success of
Industry 4.0.

• Business Entity should develop develop a fully integrated strategic
approach to cyber risk which is fundamental to the business value
chains as they marry operational technology (OT) and information
technology (IT) - the very force driving Industry 4.0.
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